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EXPERIMENT	 DESIRED	 DESIRED	 1986	 1983
NAME	 APPARATUS	 CARRIER	 J F M A M J J A S C N D J F M A M J J A S
HORMONE PURIFICATION
	
IEF	 MID•DECK, SIL	 •	 0
PROTEIN CRYSTAL GROTH	 PCG	 MID-DECK, OIL	 /L
ELECTROPHOREGIS	 CFEG	 MID-DECK	 ®	 A	 .Al
ELECTRO.PHARMACEUT	 CFEG	 MID-DECK	 eA
CHAR. OF CRYSTALS Hg12
	
VCG	 GIL	 •
a	 VAPOR GROWTH CRYSTALS HDCdTO	 GPRP, AADSF	 MEA, MSL	 •	 •
ORGANIC CRYSTAL GROWTH
	
OMOG	 MID-DECK, GIL 1ST FLIGHT 84-11.20® 	 A	 1,	 j&	 ®	 A	 A
a	 SEMICONDUCTOR MTL'G PbSnTo 	 AADSF	 MSL, MEA	 •MLR (100 mi)	 MLR
	
MID-DECK
	 •	 ®	 A
Sq	 CONTAINERLESS GLASS PROD. 	 BAAL	 MOL, MEA	 •	 •
ALIGN. MAGNETIC COMP.	 ADSF 11	 MSL	 •	 •
GRAPHITE FORMATION
	
ADSF 111, MDSF	 MSL, SIL
SUPER ALLOYS	 ADSF 11	 MSL	 ®	 -	 1
v	 LEVITATION STUDIES	 EML	 MSL
^i	 RIEF	 RIEF	 MID•DECK, SIL
GaAs CRYSTALS	 GRADIENT FURNACE 	 MSL
FOAM STABILITY	 FOAM GENERATOR	 MID-DECK, SIL
o	
THIN FILM & SOLUTION GROWTH
	




2	 SOLUTION GROWTH OF CRYSTALS	 SOL. CRYSTAL GROWTH MID-BECK, SIL






ECG	 SIL (SIG)	 1




_L GLASS FIBER PULLING
	
MODIFIED SAAL	 MID-DECK, SIL
w AGG. OF RED BLOOD CELLS








a	 MICRO G SILICON ZONING 	 PROPRIETARY	 MSL
z	 MICROSTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 	 EXISTING	 MSL, MEAGROWTH OF CRYSTALS HOCdTo	 AADSF	 MSL	 A



























IMPURITY EXTRACTION	 TBD	 TSD
GASJET DIFFUSION FLAMES 	 TBD	 SIL
FLAME SPREADING	 TBD	 MID-DECK, SIL
PARTICAL CLOUD COMBUSTION 	 TBD	 MID-DECK
PREMIXED GAS FI ^ME	 TBD	 SIL
CONTAINERLESS GLASS PROC.
	
SAAL	 MEA	 •	 •	 0	 •
F	 ISOTHERMAL SOLIDIFICATION 	 GPRF	 MEA	 •
o ^f	 N	 LIQUID PHASE MISCIBILITY	 GPRF	 MEA	 •
sc °^ w
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1988 1987 1988 1989 1990
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A A A 	 r A 6 ♦ A A A- 72 FLIGHTS BY 1095.1 FLIGHT EVERY 2 MONTHS	 A A A A A
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-PART OF 72 FLIGHTS BY 1095 (SEE NO. 30)
—►B FLIGIiTS • TARQETEDFOR SPACE STATION
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1985 1980 1987	 1PAYLOAD CARRIER REMARKS
JFMAMJJASONDJFMAMJJASONDJFMAMJJAS ;!
SPACELAB 3 LM+MPESS CARGO FROZEN k
i
SPACEVAB 2 IG+3P CARGO FROZEN
SPACELAB D•1 LM 100 FULL
SPACELAB J LM+1P 100 FULL
EOM • 112 SM+iP POTENTIAL x
EOM • 3 IG +1P POTENTIAL
IML • 1 LM+lP RES. SINGLE RACK
IML • 2 LM+1P POTENTIAL
MSL-5 MPESS POTENTIAL
MSL-7 MPESS POTENTIAL
MSL • 8 MPESS POTENTIAL
MSL-9 MPESS POTENTIAL k^
MSL • 10 MPESS POTENTIAL
MID-DECK EAC, OTHER POTENTIAL *	 T^ k	 >F	 9t
PL OPPTY MPESS POTENTIAL








i FLIGHT OPPORTUNITIES	 ^L WYa..+..47. 	 i





PAYLOADS OF OPPORTUNITY AT
APPROXIMATELY ONE PER MONTH
II
PRrrrDING PAOr BLANK NOT b7LliTi D
79

























































































PRECEDING PACE BLANIC NOT FILMED
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This appendix is an assemblage of the three Commerce Lab
data bases. The data bases will be updated during the
course of the study as additional or revision information
and data become available.
The appendix is organized into three sections to accommodate
these elements. Each section is a stand-alone document.
For visibility into utilization of these elements, the
reader is referred to the Final Report titled "Commerce Lab:
Mission Analysis and Payload Integration Study" (NAS8-36109)
dated July 1985. That document provides a top-level diagram
of the study Plow and top-level flow diagrams for the
development of the three data bases as well as the approach

















































Section 1.0 of this appendix provides Information on current NASA
Materials Processing in Space ( MPS) programs and private commercial
p ^	 studies. Since this area is dynamic, It represents the most current
information on each study. A glossary of terms which definas the
"discriminating factor" for each study has been provided.
An attempt to categorize the areas of investtgations into the identified
research tracks in each discipline has been undertaken. A breakdown of
the research tracks and Its associated code is given prior to the start of
each discipline section. The research track code is listed next to the area
of investigation on the data sheets. Further refinement of the research
tracks will be undertaken as it is essential for aecurate classification of 	 i
the areas of investigation.







L J	 Aggregation of Red Blood Cells Al-1
Dintenfass, Dr. Leopold
Coll Growth Pharamaccuticals Al-2
Loy, Dr. Kenneth
Cell Partition in Two Polymer Aqueous Phases A1-3
Harris, Dr. J. Milton, and Brooks, Dr. Donald
^j	 LIEF A1-9
Sler, Dr. Milan
Cyrogonic Equivalence Principal A1-6




Hormono Purification by IEF in Space A1-8
Bier, Dr. Milan
l	 Low Gravity Blood Storage Al-9
Moving Wall Electrophoresis Al-10
Snydor, Dr. Robert S.
New Instrumentation for Phase Partitioning Al-11




,Buoyancy Effects Upon Vapor Flame Processes Al-13
j Harsha, Dr. Tom, and Edelman, Dr. Raymond
Droplet Combustion (droplet burning experiment) Al-14 {'
i1
Williams, Dr. Forman A., and Dryer, Prof. Fredrick
Flame Spreading in Reduced Gravity Al-15
Altenkireh, Prof. Robert
Flame Spreading in Solid Materials Al-16
Altenkirch, Prof. Robert, Olson, Ms. Sandra, `a
1	 i and Sacksteder, Mr. Kurt j
Gas-Jet Diffusion Flames Al-17
Harsha, Dr. Tom, and Edelman, Dr. Raymond
Particle Cloud Combustion Al-18
Berlad, Prof. Abe
Premixed-Gas Flame Propagation Al-19
ii Roney, Dr. Paul D.
4.
ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRO OPTICAL MATERIALS
(i Aluminium-Silicon Alloy and Spherical Shall Technology.
L Binary Magnetic Composites of GaAs Al-20
Cadmium Telluride Lithium Niobate (Float Zone) Float Zone
4
of Silicon Al-21
Kern, Dr. Edward .y
PRECEDING PACE BLANX NOT FFT,;t?Pn
'il Al ^a.^. Ir ..a y
CONTENTS (Continued)
Characterization of Terrestrial and Spacolab Crystals
of HgI2 Al-22
Schnepplo, Dr. Wayno
Fluid Djuamies and Thermodynamics of Vapor Phase Crystal
Growth Al-23
Woidermcier, Dr. Heribert
Fluid Dynamics of Crystal Molts Under Reduced Gravity A3-24
Greenspan, Dr. Harvey
GaAs Eleetroepitaxy Al-26
Growth of GaAs Crystals Al-20
Larson, Dr. David
Growth of GaAs Crystals from the Melt in a Partially Confined
Configuration Al-27
Gatos, Prof. Harry C., and Lagowsky, Dr. Jaeck
Growth of Solid Solution Single Crystals IigCdTc Al-28
Lehoczky, Dr. S. L.
Microgr,914Ry Silicon Zoning Investigation Al-20
Kern, Dr. Edward
Organic Crystal Growth Al-30
Posiadly, Dr. Christopher
Protein Crystal Growth in Low Gravity Al-31
Foigelson, Dr. R. S.
Semiconductor Materials PbSnTo Al-32
Crouch, Dr. Roger K.
Semiconductors' Material Growth in Low-Gravity Environment
PbSnTc Al-33
Crouch, Dr. Roger K-, and Fripp, Dr. Archie
Solution Crystal Growth Al-34
Solution Growth of Crystals in Zero Gravity Al-36
Lal, Dr. Ravendra
Thin Film and Solution Growth Al-36
Posiadly, Dr. Christopher
Vapor Growth of Alloy-Typo Semiconductor Crystals HgCdTe Al-37
Weidemcier, Dr. Heribert
FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
An Experimental Study of Ice Crystal Growth and Scavenging
by Ice in a Cloud Simulation Facility Al-38
Hagen, Dr. Donald E.
Cloud Microphysics and Scavenging Al-39
Anderson, Dr. Jeffrey
Cloud Physics Experiment Simulation Al-40
Plooster, Dr. Myron N.
Collagen Fibers Al-41
Hughes, Dr. Kenneth
Continuous Flow Electrophoresis Math Model Al-42
Saville, Dr. Dudley A.
Critical Transport Phenomena in Fluid Helium Under Low
Gravity Al-43







Free Surface Fhenomena Under Low- and Zoro-Gravity Conditions Al-45
Concus, Dr. Paul, Firm, Dr. R., and Coles, Dr. D.
Influence of Low Convective Velocities on the Growth of Crystals Al-40
Ballet, Dr. John
Light Scattering Tests of Fundamental Theories of Transport
Properties In the Critical Region A3-47
Moldover, Dr. Michael
Masi Transport Phenomena Between Bubbles and Dissolved Gases
in Liquids Under Reduced-Gravity Conditions Al-48
Dewitt, Dr. K.
Polymer Processing and Crystallization Al-49
Precise Viscosity Measurements Very Close to the Critical Region Al-50
Moldover, Dr. Michael
Production of Large Particle Size Monodisperso Latexes (100 ml) Al-01
Vandorhoff, Dr. John W., and Kornfield, Mr. Dale
Production of Larger Particle Size Monodisperso Latexes (2 liter) Al-62
Vandorhoff, Dr. John W., and Kornfield, Mr. Dale
Protein Crystal Growth Al-53
Bugg, Dr. Charles
Space Infrared Telescope Facility (Stickers) Al-54
Brooks, Dr. Walter
Space-Produced Coatings Al-55
Zito, Dr. Richard R.
Specific Heat of Helium Through the Lambda Point Al -56
Fairbank, Dr. W., and Lipa, Dr. John
Surface Tension-Inducod Instability in Reduced Gravity: The
Benard Problom Al -57
Koachmieder, Dr. A. Chai
Surfaco Tension-Driven Convection Under Reduced-Gravity Conditions Al -58
Ostrach, Dr. S., and Kamotani, Dr. Y.
Test of Now Thermodynamic Model of Impurity Extraction by Droplets Al -59
Morrison, Dr. G., and Kinkaid, Dr. J.
Theoretical Studies of the Surface Tension of Liquid Metal Systems Al-60
Stroud, Dr. David G.
Thermophysical Properties' Measurements Al-61
Taylor, Dr. Ray
GLASSES AND CERAMICS
Containerless High Temperature Property Measurements by Automatic
Fluorescence	 Al-62
Nordine, Mr. Paul C.
Containerless Processing of Glass-Forming Melts in Space
	
A3-63
Day, Dr. Delbert E.
Effects of Undercooling and Modified Microstructure on Physical
Properties of Materials Synthesized in a Drop Tower 	 Al-64







Homogeneous Crystallization Studies of Borderline Glass-Forming
Melts
Etheridge, Dr. Ed
Int,uences of Containerless Undercooling
Collings, Dr. E. W.
Levitation Studies of High Temperature Materials
Margravo, Dr. John
Metallic Glasses
Microstructural Analysis of Ng-Go Drop Tubo Specimens
Bayuzick, Dr. Robert S.
Physical Phenomena in Containerless Glass Processing
Subramanian, Dr. Shankar
Spherical Sheila
The Upgrading of Glass Microballoons
Dunn, Dr. Stanley
Ultrapure Glass Optical Wave Guide Development in Microgravity
by the Sol Gel Process
Mukherjec, Dr. Shyama
METALS AND ALLOYS
Directional Solidification of Liquid Miscibility Gap Material
Johnston, Dr. M. H.
Graphite Formation in Cast Iron
Stofanescu, Dr. Daru
Interfacial Destabilization in Metals and Alloyc
Malmejac, Dr. Yves, and Favier, Dr. Joan-Jacqucs
Isothermal Solidification in a Binary Alloy
Laxmanan, Dr. V., and Winsa, Dr. Edward A.
Liquid Phase Miscibility Gap Materials
Gelles, Dr. Stanley
Mechanics of Granular Materials at Low Intergranular Stresses
Caste, Dr. Nicholas, and Sture, Dr. Stein
Modeling Directional Solidification
Wilcox, Dr. William
Nucleation and Growth of Immiscible Phases
Frazier, Dr. Donald
Orbiter Processing of Aligned Magnetic Composites
Larson, Dr. David A-, and Bathing Dr. James
Orbiter Processing of Aligned Magnetic Composites
Larson, Dr. David A., and Bethin, Dr. James
Super Alloys
Curreri, Dr. Peter
The DIffusion of Liquid Zinc in Lead
Pond, Dr. Robert B.
Thermal. and Solutal Convection Damping Using an Applied Magnetie
Field





























































































B2.5 Field Flow Fractionation
B3.0 Coll Culturing






















B5.1	 Dynamics of Particle
Flow in Organs
B5.2 Dynamics of Blood
Flow in Vessels
B5.3 Blood Storage
B6.0 Development of Analytical
Tools for Use at Microgravity
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A?EA OF ".rtVEGTIGATION	 AGGRSSA"SON OF RED B"OOD CE..LS
:tiV'FTlGPT
- 0N CATEGC('V	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE
Ii,!VCS T IGPTTON STATUS	 FLIGt-T IN JANUARY 195






	f'.	 o INVES T IGATORS	 DINTENFASS, DR. LEOPOL.D
SYDNEY HOSPITAL AUSTRALIA






.N10. FLIGH TS	 1




UJ	 REMARKS	 ORIGINAL FLIGHT IN DECEMBER OF S4, POSTPONED















CELL SRCeJTH PHARMACEUTICALS	 93.1




GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT











a COMMERCIAL INTEREST 	 LOVELACE MEDICAL FOUNDATION	 pl Ij^
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION 	 OXYGEN ENVIROMENT, SAMPLE CHANGE OUT, MAN
REQUIREMENTS	 INTENSIFIED. 100 SAMPLES, EXPERIMENT RUNS
DURATION OF MISSION. ON —BOARD REFRIGERATION.
POWER RECUIRED IS SMALL. SELF—CONTAINED. 	 ('I
NO. FLIGHTS	 1
I
TENTATIVE FLIGHT	 APPROXIMATELY E.0 YEARS 	 13!I
DATE	 I`
REMARKS	 A SERIES OF FOLLOW UP STUDIES HAVE BEEN
PROPOSED FOLLOWING THE OUTCOME OF THE
EXPERIMENT. GROUND BASED HARDWARE. 	 f^
I	 j







PREA OF INVESTIGATION CELT. PARTITION IN TWO POLYMER	 8 .3
ADU IEUUS PHASES
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PROCESS DEVELOPMEN"
INVESTIGATION STATUS GROUND BASED FOR A FLIGHT ASSIGNMENT
POTENTIAL APPLICATION BIOLOGICAL CELL PURIFICATION
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL YES
INTERESTED PARTIES
o INVESTIGATORS HARRIS,	 DR.	 J.	 MILTON
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA IN HUNTSVILLE
BROOKS, DR. DONALD
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
o COMMERCIAL INTEREST PHARMACEUTICAL CO.	 (NO SPEC.)
TOP L,F,VEL INVESTIGATION ONE HOUR RUN TIME. REQUIRES CAMERA nND VIDEO
REQUIREMENTS DATA.	 REQUIRES 3-4 LOCKERS VOLUME. POWER
REQUIRED IS NEGLIGIBLE, OPERATIONAL TEMP OF
4.00.	 MAN INTENSIFIED.
NO. FLIGHTS 5
TENTATIVE FLIGHT APPROXIMATELY 2.0-2.5 YEARS
DATE
aREMARKS NO FLIGHT ASSIGNMENT.	 IEF APPARATUS FOR























CaEr-	 Bl. E.I 	 '.I
	 ''
i
SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT








r 1	 '	 1
f
POWER REQUIRED 400-500 W FOR DURATION OF
	 (^MISSION.
i
APPROXIMATELY 3.0 YEARS OR MORE. DEPENDS ON
PROGRESS OF RIEF DEVELOPMENT.
I















































'I	 PROCESS DISCIPLINE 	 DIOTECHNOLOGY
ARCA OF ;NVESTIGATION 	 ELECTROPHORESIS IN SPACE	 D1.1.1
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY	 PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
,t
'NVSSTIGATION STATUS 	 FLIGHT APPROVED







i INVESTIGATORS	 ROSE, MR. JAMES
MDAC








'TENTATIVE FLIGHT	 CFES HAS BEEN SCHEDULED FOR 2 FLIGHTS, FIRST N j
DATE	 85-3-19. LESS THAN A YEAR REQUIRED FOR REFLIGHT
REMARKS	 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTROPHORESIS SYSTEM
r
._:1^'•(,^Ti^:^.1kf4C _^.9^'t.c_xeae:a>-^2^_:..:^:. 3.L._:..at _.._ ... _._	 e._	 •_
OIRICINU P,
OF POi:	 (; .;, , . ,
PROCESS DISCI PLINE	 BIOTECHNOLOGY
AREA OF ?NVESTIGATION	 ELECTROPHORESIS PHARMACEUTICALS
	 B1. 1. 1














a COMMERCIAL INTEREST	 MDAC/JOHNSON&JOHNSON
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION	 MAN INTENSIFIED, ONE SAMPLE CONTINUOUS OVER
REQUIREMENTS	 EXPERIMENT DURATION.
NO. FLIGHTS	 7
TENTATIVE FLIGHT	 CFES HAS BEEN SCHEDULED FOR 2 FLIGHTS, FIRST IN
DATE	 85-3-19. LESS THAN A YEAR REQUIRED FOR REFLIGHT
r^
REMARKS	 JEA APPROVED FOR 7 FLIGHTS. WILL THEN PROCEED

























SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
l









SCHEDULED FOR REFLIGHT, 85-5-30 (51—G).	 ll	
!
NEED FOR MICROGRAVITY IS QUESTIONABLE.	 f'
FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION IN SUPPORT OF RIEF





































SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE WITH APPLICATIONS
INVESTIGATION STATUS
	
GROUND BASED TOWARD FLIGHT ASSIGNMENT
POTENTIAL APPLICATION
	





SNYDER, DR. ROBERT S.
NASA/MSFC
• COMMERCIAL INTEREST	 NONE TO DATE
`a'OP LEVEL INVESTIGATION 	 ONE HOUR RUN TIME. POWER, 30OW FOR COOLING
REQUIREMENTS
	
AND 10OW FOR ELECTRIC FIELD. 3-4 LOCKER
























OF POOR Q'j:. y
BIOTECHNOLOGY














o INVESTIGATORS	 HARRIS9 DR. J. MILTON
UNIVERSITY OF PLASAMA IN HUNTSVILLE
o COMMERCIAL INTEREST	 NONE TO DATE
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION	 TO BE DEVELOPED
REQUIREMENTS
NO. FLTGHTS	 4
TENTATIVE FLIGHT	 APPROXIMATELY 2.0-2.5 YEARS
DATE
REMARKS	 MOST LIKELY NOT COMMERCE LAB POTENTIAL














SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT



















o COMMERCIAL INTF-REST	 SHERRING-PLOUGH
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION	 RUN TIME OF 3 HRS
REQUIREMENTS
NO. FLIGHTS
TENTATIVE FLIGHT 	 APPROXIMATELY 2.0 YEARS
DATE
REMARKS EXISTING GROUND BASED SYSTEM. REIF 300 LBS,
POWER 275-375 W. 4 LOCKER VOLUMES REQUIRED.





itCOMBUSTION SCBINCE RESEARCH TRACKS
CS1.0	 Combustion of Droplets and CS4.0 Smoldering
Particles CS4.1	 Flame Structure and
CSIA Single and Multiple Drops Stability
and Particles CS4.2	 Radiative Ignition
CS1.2 Flame Structure, StabWty, CS4.3	 Flame Propagation
and Sphericity
CS1.3 Vaporization CS5.0 Liquid Pool Burning
CS1.4 Products of Combustion C85.1	 Flame Structure and
CS3.5 Detonation in Clouds Stability
CS5.2	 Flaming and Extinction
CS2.0	 Gas Phase Combustion Transitions
CS2.1 Flame Propagation and CS5.3	 Hetrogeneous Kinetics
Extinction
CS2.2 Pressure/Flammability CS8.0 High Pressure Vaporization
Limits and Combustion
CS2.3 Autoignition/Ignition
CS2.4 Cool Flames CS7.0 Fire Safety
CS2.5 Flame Structure and CS7.1	 Flame Inhibition
Stability CS7.2	 Extinguishment Techniques
CS2.8 Products of Combustion CS7.3	 Safety Systems
CS2.7 Cellular Flames
CS2.8 Combustion of Stratified
Mixtures
CS3.0 Combustion of Large Solids
CS3.1 Solid Surface Flame
Spreading and Extinction
CS3.2 Radiative Ignition













































ELABORATE DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT. LASERS TO

















DROPLET COMBUSTION 	 CS1.0
(DROPLET BURNING EXPERIMENT)
SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE WITH IN-SPACE AND
TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS
SHUTTLE FLIGHT HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
COMBUSTION TECHNOLOGY IN STATIONARY POWER
PRODUCTION AND VEHICLE PROPULSION
YES




DROPLET AND FLAME DIAMETERS VS. TIME FOR DROP-
LET LIFETIME DROPLET SIZE RANGE 0.5-2.0 MM F
PRESSURE RANGE 0.1-2.0 ATM. SEVERAL PURE






DISPENSE DROPLETS IN A VESSEL WITH VISUAL
ACCESS. POSITION & DAMP OSCILLATIONS OF
DROPLET. IGNITE & RECORD VISUALLY DROPLET &
FLAME SIZE. VENTING USEFUL BUT NOT REQUIRED.
POWER REQ. DRIVEN BY 2 HIGH-SPEED CAMERAS.
MIDDECK EXP. 2-3 LOCKERS REQUIRED. TRW
DEVELOPING THE HARDWARE.
Ai-14











SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE WITH IN SPACE
APPLICATIONS AND TERRESTRIAL PROCESSES
INVESTIGATION STATUS
	











u COMMERCIAL INTEREtST	 NONE
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION	 25 SAMPLES. ATMOSPHERIC CHANGE OUT. EXTERNAL





	 SAMPLES IN CLEAR CONTAINER WITH DIAGNOSTICS
OUTSIDE. DESIGNED FOR MID—DECK.
Al-15






PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 COMBUSTION SCIENCES
AREA OF INVESTIGATION	 FLAME SPREADING IN SOLID MATERIALS	 CB3.1^`
(SOLID SURFACE COMBUSTION)
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE WITH IN-SPACE AND
TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS IN FIRE SAFETY
INVESTIGATION STATUS	 SHUTTLE FLIGHT HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
POTENTIAL APPLICATION 	 DEVELOPMENT OF IN-SPACE FIRE HAZZARD PREDICTI^
AND CONTROL; TERRESTRIAL SOLID FUEL TECHNOLOG
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL	 YES
INTERESTED PARTIES
• INVESTIGATORS ALTENKIRCH,	 PROF.	 ROBERT L-1
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
OLSON, SANDRA AND SACKSTEDER, KURT
NASA-LeRC j
{)
• COMMERCIAL INTEREST ^l
ILI	,•
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION CLOSED VESSEL FOR INDIVIDUAL TEST VACUUM VENT-
REQUIREMENTS ING AND SAMPLE CHANGEOUT USEFUL BUT NOT
ESSENTIAL. OPERATING PRESSURE 0.5-2.0 ATM.
LOCAL TEMP. MEASUREMENTS (THERMOCOUPLES) AND
MODERATE SPEED MOVIE RECORDING.;.
NO. FLIGHTS 3 I x'
TENTATIVE FLIGHT SCHEDULED FOR FLIGHT IN 85. SAFETY REVIEW IN
DATE 3-12-85.
POWER REQUIREMENTS DRIVEN BY TWO MOVIE CAMERASU
rl
REMARKS
EXPERIMENT COULD EVOLVE INTO A FIRE-SAFETY








AREA OF INVESTIGATION CS1.0
COMBUSTION SCIENCES
SAS-JET DIFFUSION FLAMES
n 	 INVESTIGATION CATEGORY	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE WITH IN-SPACE AND
TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS
INVESTIGATION STATUS	 GROUND-BASED LOW-G EXPERIMENTATION (DROP TOWER)
POTENTIAL APPLICATION
	




o INVESTIGATORS	 HARSHA, DR. TOM AND EDELMAN, DR. RAYMOND
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS, INC.
o COMMERCIAL INTEREST	 »'
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION	 PRECISE GAS METERING APPARATUS, SMALL








SPACE-BASED EXPERIMENTS WILL REQUIRE SUB-
STANCIAL ADDITIONAL INSTRUMENTATION INCLUDING
LASER DIAGNOSTICS OF VELOCITY, TEMPERATURE,





OF POOR QUALV i Y
PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 COMBUSTION SCIENCES
AREA OF INVESTIGATION	 PARTICLE CLOUD COMBUSTION	 CS1.9
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE WITH IN SPACE AND
TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS
INVESTIGATION STATUS	 SHUTTLE HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT




• INVESTIGATORS	 BERLAD9 PROF. ABE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
• COMMERCIAL INTEREST
LI
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION	 UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION OF SOLID PHASE IN AIR IN A
REQUIREMENTS	 FLAME TUBE. CONSTANT PRESSURE COMBUSTION VISUA
RECORDING OF FLAME PROPAGATION. WIDE RANGE OF
FUEL/AIR MIXTURE RATIO.
NO. FLIGHTS	 19
TENTATIVE FLIGHT	 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN REVIEW IN APRIL 85. WILL FLYI!
DATE	 IN,SARLY 87
REMARKS	 SHUTTLE MIDDECK EXPERIMENT S REQUIRING 4 LOCKER(;
FUEL DISPENSED ON—ORBIT AND MIXED WITH AN
ACOUSTIC FIELD. MIXTURE IGNITED AND FLAME PRO-
PAGATION RECORDED ON HIGH SPEED MOVIES. POWER ({
REQUIREMENTS DRIVEN BY CAMERAS. 8 EXPERIMENTS



















INVESTIGATION CATEGORY 	 SCIENTIFIC KNPWLEDGE WITH IN-SPACE AND
TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS
INVESTIGATION STATUS 	 GROUND BASED LOW-0 EXPERIMENTATION (DROP TOWER)
POTENTIAL APPLICP'fION
	













PRECISE GAS MIXING APPARATUS, CONSTANT VOLUME
REQUIREMENTS	 COMBUSTION VESSEL COMPATIBLE WITH 0-15 ATM.








	 SPACE-BASED EXPERIMENTS WILL REQUIRE SUB-
STANTIAL ADDITIONAL INSTRUMENTATION INCLUDING
















BLBCTBOIW AND ELECTBO OPTICAL MATBBIAIS BJIHBA>iCH T><ACXB
EM3.0 Processes EM2.2 Non-semloonduotor Crystals
EMI.I Directional Solidification EM2.2.1 Magnetic Oxides
EM1.1.1 Bridgman-Stookbarger EM2.2.2 Ferroeleotrics
Growth EM2.2.3 Piezoeleotrics
EM1.1.2 Encapsulated EM2.2.4 Phroeleotrics,
Zone Growth Including TOS
EM1.1 .3 Float Zone EM2.2.5 Sapphire
Growth EM2.2.6 Laser Materials
EM1.1 .4 Skull Melting EM2.2 .7 NoWnsar Fre-
EM1.1.5 Vapor-Lkiuid- quency Multipliers
Solid EM2.2.6 Birefringent
EM1.2 Vapor Growth and Optically
EM1.2 .1 Physical Vapor Active Materials
Transport, Closed EM2.2 .9 Model Materials,
Tubis Including Ice
EM1.2.2 Chemical Vapor EM2.3 PolycrystaWne
Transport, Closed EM2.4 Amorphous Materials
Tube
EM1.2. 3 Chemical Vapor 	 EM3. 0 Phenomena
:transport, Open EM3.1 Mass Transfer
Tube EM3.2 Heat Transfer
EM1.2 .4 Low-Temperature, EM3.3 Vapor Behavior
Long-Duration EM3 .3.1 Diffusion
Growth EM3.3.2 Convection
EM1.3 Solvent Growth EM3.3.3 Composition
EM1.3. 1 Low Temperature EM3.4 Liquid Behavior




EM1.3.2 High-Pressure, EM3.4.3 Scrot Effect
High-Temperature EM3.4 .4 Surface Tension-
Hydrothermal. Driven Convection
EM1.3 .3 High Temperature EM3.4.5 Shape
Flux EM3.5 Solidification
EM1.4 Epitaxy EM3.5.1 Dynamic Interface
EM1.4.1 Liquid Phase Behavior
from Melt EM3. 5.2 Undercooling
EM1.4.2 Liquid Phase EM3.5.3 Nucleation
from Solvent EM3.5.4, Morphological
EM1.4.3 Vapor Phase Stability































PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRO OPTICAL MATERIALS
AREA OF INVESTIGATION 	 ALUMINUM-SILICON ALLOY AND SPHERICAL EM2.1.2
SHELL TECHNOLOGY. BINARY MAGNETIC 	 2.1.3 d




COMME4CIA_ PO TENTIAL	 YES
INT:R.ESTED PARTIES
0 INV=STIGATORS























ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRO OPTICAL MATERIALS
I
I













GAMMA RADIATION DETECTORS, SUBSTRATE FOR IR
DETECTORS, MEDICAL AND NUCLEAR APPLICATIONS
YESCOMMERCIAL POTENTIAL
INTERESTED PARTIES




a COMMERCIAL INTEREST 	 MICROGRAVITY TECH. INC. AND WESTECH SYSTEMS
REMARKS	 CONCEPTUAL STAGE. SIMILAR TO ZONING OF GaAs
FOR TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION REQUIREMENTS.










ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRO OPTICAL MATERIALS
CHARACTERIZATION OF TERRESTRIAL
	 EM1.2.1,
AND SPACELAS CRYSTALS OF HgI2
	 2.2.8 & 3.,3
PROCESS DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
FLIGHT









U COMMERCIAL INTEREST	 EG&G
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION	 RUN TIME OF 6 DAYS. OPERATING TEMP; 100C,
REQUIREMENTS	 POWER REQUIRED 50OW9 MAN INTENSIFIED.
NO. FLIGHTS 3
TENTATIVE FLIGHT SL III SCHEDULED FOR FLIGHT 85-4-30 (51-B)
DATE LESS THAN A YEAR REQUIRED FOR REFLIGHT.
REMARKS VCG ON SL III USES PART OF FES POWER. CREWMAN







PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRO OPTICAL MATERIALS
AREA OF INVESTIGATION	 FLUID DYNAMICS AND THERMODYNAMICS 	 EM1.2.2































PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRO OPTICAL MATERIALS
AREA OF INVESTIGATION
	







































ELECTRONIC (4ND ELECTRO OPTICAL MATERIALS
GaAs ELECTRDEPITAXY	 EM1.492.1.3
& 2.2.8
SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE, PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
FLIGHT






o COMMERCIAL INTEREST	 MICROGRAVITY RESE^aRCH ASSOCIATES
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION	 20 KGM/FLIGHT FOR FIRST PROOF OF CONCEPT
REQUIREMENTS	 FLIGHTS. RUN TIME; 50 HRS, OPERATIONAL
TEMP; 900C
NO. FLIGHTS	 8
TENTATIVE FLIGHT 	 TARGETED FOR SPACE STATION
DATE
REMARKS	 EC39 CONCEPT STAGE. SELF CONTAINED. THREE
FURNACES AND AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT MOUNTED IN









PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRO OPTICAL MATERIALS
AREA OF INVESTIGATION	 GROWTH OF GaAs CRYSTALS 	 EM1.192.1.3
Q 3.5
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY 	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
INVESTIGATION STATUS	 GROUND BASED LEADING TO FLIGHT
POTENTIAL APPLICATION	 IR SENSORS AND SUBSTRATES
^a
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL	 YES	 i
INTERESTED PARTIES
o INVESTIGATOR	 LARSON, DR. DAVID
	 {
GRUMMAN AEROSPACE
o COMMERCIAL INTEREST	 GRUMMAN AEROSPACE, ALCOA, GTE
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION 	 RUN TIMES OF SO HRS. OPERATING TEMP; 900C




TENTATIVE FLIGHT	 APPROXIMATELY 2.0 YEARS
DATE
REMARKS	 EDG ELECTRONICALLY DRIVEN GRADIENT
	
l






PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRO OPTICAL MATERIALS
AREA OF INVESTIGATION 	 GROWTH OF GaAs CRYSTALS FROM THE
	 EM1.1 6
MELT IN A PARTIALLY CONFINED	 2.1.3
CONFIGURATION
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT











• COMMERCIAL INTEREST	 NONE
TOO LEVEL INVESTIGATION	 1-3 SAMPLES, MAX TEMP; 1250C, 10-30 C/CM
	
0
REQUIREMENTS	 GRADIENT AT S-L INTERFACE. 48 HOUR RUN TIME.
NO. FLIGHTS
	 4
TENTATIVE. FLIGHT	 APPROXIMATELY 1.0 YEAR
DATE
REMARKS	 APPROVED GROUND-BASED INVESTIGATION LEADING
TO FLIGHT ASSIGNMENT. AADSF
Al-27
!1
PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRO OPTICAL MATERIALS
AREA OF INVESTIGATION 	 GROWTH OF SOLID SOLUTION	 EM1.1.192.1.5
SINGLE CRYSTALS HgCdTw	 & 3.5
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY 	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE
INVESTIGATION STATUS	 GROUND BASED LEADING TO FLIGHT





o INVESTIGATORS	 LEHOCZKY9 DR. S.L.
NASA/MSFC
o COMMERCIAL INTEREST	 NONE
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION	 SAMPLE SIZE 1.2 CM DIAMETER TEMP RANGE
REQUIREMENTS	 HOT-110009 COLD-5000.
NO. FLIGHTS	 4
TENTATIVE FLIGHT	 APPROXIMATELY 1.5-2.0 YEARS
DATE
REMARKS	 PROTOTYPE OF AADSF HAS BEEN DEVELOPED. THERE






PROCESS DISCIPLINE ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRO OPTICAL MATERIALS





INVESTIGATION CATEGORY SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
INVESTIGATION STATUS GROUND BASED LEADING TO FLIGHT




o INVESTIGATORS KERNS DR. EDWARD
WESTECH SYSTEMS,	 INC.
C
o COMMERCIAL INTEREST NONE TO DATE, KERN TRYING TO START A COMPANY
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION RESISTANCE HEAT FLOAT ZONE.
	 1 CM MELT ZONE.
REQUIREMENTS DIAMETER OF SAMPLE; 6 CM. MELT POINT; 1450C
POWER REQUIRED IS LESS THAN 504W.
f
NO. FLIGHTS 4
TENTRTIVE FLIGHT SCHEDULED FOR TWO FLIGHTS 87-3, MSL-7 AND 1
DATE 87-9, MSL-9
REMARKS INITIAL EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINE IF CAN AVOID
MARANGONI FLOW.













ORGANIC CRYSTAL GROWTH	 EM1.3.1 & FTIr
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
it
INVESTIGATION STATUS HAS FLOWN, FLIGHT HARDWARE EXISTS 1^
POTENTIAL APPLICATION LIFE SCIENCES DYES, PIGMENTS AND POLYMERS [^
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL YES,
INTERESTED PARTIES
o INVESTIGATORS POSIADLY,	 DR. CHRISTOPHER
3M
o COMMERCIAL INTEREST 3M^
e'
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION 3 LOCKERS VOLUME REQUIRED. REACTION OCCURS ;..'
REQUIREMENTS WHILE CREW NOT MOVING AROUND. 	 (I.E. ASLEEP).
HEAT DISSIPATION AND POWER MINIMAL.
^f
L»1	 !
NO. FLIGHTS 3M HAS 72 FLIGHTS BY 1998 E
n	
:'r
7ENTRTIVE FLIGHT FIRST FLIGHT 84-11-20 9	REFLIGHT WITHIN THE A^
DATE YEAR
DMOS RIG, EAC HOUSES SIX REACTOR UNITS. AJ
GENERIC ELECTRONICS MODULE CONTROLS THE
EXPERIMENT. 2 HOUSING SIMILAR TO MLR. FIRST
FLIGHT CELLS CONTAINED UREA, CYANINE TOSYLATE




PROCESS DISCIPLINE ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRO OPTICAL MATERIALS
AREA OF INVESTIGATION PROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH IN LOW EM1.3.1	 d
GRAVITY FT1.E
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE, PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT






a INVESTIGATORS FEIGELSON,	 DR.	 R.	 S.
STANFORD UNIVERSITY




TENTATIVE FLIGHT APPROXIMATELY 1.0-1.5 YEARS
DATE
REMARKS	 JUST °_C3AN GROWING LARGE PROTEIN CRYSTALS.
f




PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRO OPTICAL MATERIALS



















• INVESTIGATORS	 CROUCH9 DR. ROGER K.
	 p 1 1
NASA/LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER	 1l i
• COMMERCIAL INTEREST	 DOD AND OTHERS
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION 	 TEMP OF 10000 FOR 36 HRS. SAMPLE SIZE 1.5—
REQUIREMENTS	 7.0 CM DIAMETER. THREE SAMPLES A YEAR.
!_I
NO. FLIGHTS
TENTATIVE FLIGHT	 SCHEDULED FOR THREE FLIGHTS 9
 85-10-91
DATE	 MEA-1 i 87-4-27, MSL-81 87-10-21 9 MSL-10
REMARKS
	 PbSnTe AADSF IS PLANNED FOR THIS.
Q
AL-32






ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRO OPTICAL MATERIALS
SEMICONDUCTORS MATERIAL	 EM1.1.192.1.3
GROWTH IN LOW-GRAVITY 	 6 3.3
ENVIRONMENT PbSnTe
SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE 9 PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
CONTINUING FLIGHT RESEARCH


















 MSL-8q 87-14-21, MSL-10








ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRO OPTICAL MATERIALS
SOLUTION CRYSTAL GROWTH	 EM1.3.192.2.8
6 3.4
SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT








o COMMERCIAL INTEREST 	 QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION	 TO BE DETERMINED
REQUIREMENTS
NO. FLIGHTS








PROCESS DISCIPLINE ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRO OPTICAL MATERIALS
AREA OF INVESTIGATION SOLUTION GROWTH OF CRYSTALS	 EM1.3.1,2.2.9
IN ZERO GRAVITY	 h 3.4 '{
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT ^
LINVESTIGATION STATUS FLIGHT
d
POTENTIAL APPLICATION IR DETECTORS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
ri
POTENTIALCOMMERCIAL D L. YES
INTERESTED PARTIES
o INVESTIGATORS LAL,	 DR.	 RAVENDRA
ALABAMA A&M UNIVERSITY
COMMERCIAL INTEREST NIGHT VISION LABS AND DOD
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION OPERATING TEMP TO STUDY TGS IS 50C. 	 RUN TIME
REQUIREMENTS OF 2 DAYS.	 MAN INTENSIFIED.	 LONGER RUN TIMES
ARE REQUIRED FOR COMMERCIA " APPLICATIONS.
NO.	 FLIGHTS 3 }I
TENTATIVE FLIGHT APPROXIMATELY 1.0-1.5 YEARSI
DATE
REMARKS EXPERIMENT RUNS FOR MONTHS IN LAB.	 CREWMAN
TO ADJUST TEMPERATURE AND REMOVE CRYSTALS FOR





ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRO OP"iICAL MATERIALS
THIN FILM AND SOLUTION GROWTH
	 EM1.3.1
S 3. 4
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE
INVESTIGATION STATUS	 FLIGHT
POTENTIAL APPLICATION 	 PROPRIETARY
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL	 YES
INTERESTED PARTIES








NO. FLIGHTS	 3M HAS 72 FLIGHTS BY 1995
TENTATIVE FLIGHT	 APPROXIMATELY ONE YEAR
DATE

















ELECTRONIC AND ELFCTRO OPTICAL MATERIALS
AREA OF INVESTIGATION	 VAPOR GROWTH OF ALLOY TYPE	 EM1.E.212.1.5








GROUND BASE CONCLUDING, APPROVED FOR FLIGHT
POTENTIAL APPLICATION	 IR DETECTOR
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL	 YES
INTERESTED PAR71ES
o INVESTIGATORS	 WEIDEMEIER, DR. HERIBERT
RENSSEALAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
r COMMERCIAL INTEREST	 HONEYWELL, BOEING, DOD AND nLGHES
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION 	 PROCESSING TIMES OF 18 AND 33 iHRS, MELT
REQUIREMENT$	 POINT RANGE FOR HgCdTe IS 535-S95C.
NO. FLIGHTS	 4
TENTATIVE FLIGHT	 SCHEDULED FOR FOUR FLIGHTS 85-1b-S, .MEA-fi='




3 FLIGHTS ASSIGNED. FLYING GeSe ON MEA-A1
AND A2 IN GRADIENT GPRF. MF_A-A3, SEEDED AND
UNSEEDED, END ZONE HEATER MCDIFICP710N.
TWO FURNACES SUGGESTED ARE THE VAPOR CRYSTAL













+InMDS AND TRANSPORT PHBNOYBNA RESEARCH TRACKS













nent Mixing and Separation
FT3.0 Criteal Point Phenomena
FT3.1 .'base Transition
FT3.2 Transport Properties
FT4.0 Droplet Physics and Chemistry
FT4.1	 Nucleation and Growth




FT5.0 Thermophysical Properties of


























PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
AREA OF INVESTIGATION	 AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF ICE CRYSTAL
	 FT4.0
GROWTH AND SCAVENGING BY ICE IN A
CLOUD SIMULATION FACILITY






a INVESTIGATORS	 HAGEN, DR. DONALD E.
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA











..	 ,7+1	 -`	 -gym
	
.-:r	 ». 
PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
AREA OF INVESTIGATION	 CLOUD MICROPHYSICS AND SCAVENGING
	
FT4. 0























FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
AREA OF INVESTIGATION
	















• INVESTIGATORS	 PLOOSTER, DR. MYRON N.
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
• COMMERCIAL INTEREST	 NONE
























PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
AREA OF INVESTIGATION	 COLLAGEN FIBERS	 FTO.O
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
INVESTIGATION STATUS	 ANALYTICAL, BUT WANT TO FLY
POTENTIAL APPLICATION 	 REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL	 YES
INTERESTED PARTIES
o INVESTIGATORS	 HUGHES, DR. KENNETH
BATTELLE LABS
o COMMERCIAL INTEREST
TOP LEVEL INVESTIG;A7ION	 POWER REQUIRED IS SMALL (FEW AMPS), RUN TIME
REQUIREMLENTS	 LESS THAN ONE HOUR. SEVERAL SMALL SAMPLES,
100 ml TOTAL. COOLING REQUIRED BY AVIONICS
AIR OR WATER. REFRIGERATION TO STORE SAMPLE
NEEDED.
NO. FLIGHTS	 3-5 TO DETERMINE FEASIBILITY
TENTATIVE FLIGHT
DATE
REMARKS	 TO DATE NO AEROSPACE COMPANY HAS SPONSORED
THE PROGRAM. BATTELLE COULD NOT AFFORD THEIR
PART OF JEA WITH NASA. DESIGN IS FOR MIDDECK






PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
i	 1
AREA OF INVESTIGATION	 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTROPHORESIS	 FT2.4
MATH MODEL
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY 	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE
INVESTIGATION STATUS	 ANALYT*_CAL
POTENTIAL APPLICATION	 NONE	 ri
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL NO
INTERESTED PARTIES
o INVESTIGATORS SAVILLE, DR. DUDLEY A.
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
v COMMERCIAL INTEREST NONE
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION NA
REQUIREMENTS (1
NO. FLIGHTS	 U	 a
TENTATIVE FLIGHT
DATE





FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
AREA OF INVESTIGATION
	
CRITICAL TRANSPORT PHENOMENA IN FLUID
	
FT7. O



















BEHRINGER, DR. R. AND BROOKS, DR. WALTER
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
RUN TIME OF 4 HRS. WILL REQUIRE 10 SEAERATE









SPACELAB II SSEG DEWER IS APPROPRIATE.
Al -43
FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
ELECTROHYDRODYNAMICS
ALINE
AREA OF INVESTIGATION FT1.5
T









SAVILLE S DR. DUDLEY
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
o COMMERCIAL INTEREST 	 NONE











FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
AREA OF INVESTIGATION
	
FREE SURFACE PHENOMENA UNDER LOW
	
FT1.4

















CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
FINN, DR. R. BERKELY







DESIGN DOCUMENT NOT COMPLETED. CLOSING OUT







FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
INFLUENCE OF LOW CONVECTIVE VELOCITIES
	
FT1,

























INSTRUMENTATION IS ELABORATE. DATA RECORDING I'







^.	 __ _____.___ ____	 ar»i. .. yY J .3-:.: ti^ ^	 ^9^/+': SIC Cy}	 »...
1
PROCESS DISCIPLINE FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
AREA OF INVESTIGATION LIGHT SCATTERING TESTS OF FUNDAMENTAL
THEORIES OF TRANSPORT PROPERITIES IN
THE CRITICAL REGION
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE



























FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
MASS TRANSPORT PHENOMENA BETWEEN
BUBBLES AND DISSOLVED GASES IN























































FLUIDS AND TRAN&-ORT PHENOMENA




o COMMERCIAL INTEREST	 CLEANESE
Al-49
PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
AREA OF INVESTIGATION	 PRECISE VISCOSITY MEASUREMENTS VElY








INVESTIGATION CATEGORY	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE
INVESTIGATION STATUS	 GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT
POTENTIAL APPLICATION
	 NONE
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL	 NO	 I t
INTERESTED PARTIES 	
l
o INVESTIGATORS 	 MOLDOVER, DR. MICHAEL}
NBS
4
o COMMERCIAL INTEREST 	 NONE
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION 	 TO BE DETERMINED
REQUIREMENTS
NO. FLIGHTS	 MORE THAN ONE FLIGHT










FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
11	 AREA OF INVESTIGATION
	
PRODUCTION OF LARGE PARTICLE SIZE 	 FT1.3



















SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE, PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
FLIGHT HARDWARE
CALIBRATE EQUIPMENT, BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH,
BODY TRACERS, DRUG CARRIERS AND MEMBRANE
SIZING
YES




NBS AND PARTICLE TECHNOLOGY
RUN TIME OF 20 HRS PER REACTOR. 3 LOCKERS
VOLUMES REQUIRED. MANUAL INITIATION.
SCHEDULED FOR FLIGHT IN 85-5-30
ALL APPARATUS EXISTS HAS FLOWN 5 TIMES,
SCHEDULED FOR 3 MORE FLIGHTS. MASS 155 lbs,





 , 	 •I
PROCESS DISCIPLINE
	
FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
AREA OF INVESTIGATION
	
PRODUCTION OF LARGER PAiTICLE SIZE
	
FT1. 3 i f






SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE, PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
FLIGHT HARDWARE
CALIBRATE EQUIPMENT S BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH,
BODY TRACERS, DRUG CARRIERS AND MEMBRANE
SIZING
YES








TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION RUN TIME 20 HRS PER REACTOR. VOLUME TO BE
REQUIREMENTS DETERMINED. MANUAL MIXING ON-ORBIT.
L.1
NO. FLIGHTS
TENTATIVE FLIGHT APPROXIMATELY 2.0 YEARS]
DATE
REMARKS 1) MISSION SPECIALIST-AUTOMATED LARGE CONSOLE
WITH 6 REACTORS AUTOMATICALLY INJECT SAMPLE
INTO NEXT REACTOR. 2) DEVELOPER-MANUAL
it
SERIES OF AS MANY AS 12 REACTORS. MANUAL RE- t,












PROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH	 FT1.6
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY
	




GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT, HARDWARE EXISTS
POTENTIAL APPLICATION
	







BUGG 9 DR. CHARLES




TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION 	 FIRST FLIGHT UNIT (FFT) ONE LOCKER VOLUME
REQUIREMENTS	 REQUIRED9 RUN TIME OF 1 WEEK. SECOND FLIGHT
"1NIT (SFF) ONE LOCKER VOLUME REQUIRED, RUN





REMARKS	 TEMP IS CRITICAL. BOTH UNITS ENCAPSULATED
EXPERIMENTS. SFF REQUIRES POWER FOR




















GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT.
POTENTIAL APPLICATION
	








HROOYS 9 DR. WALTER
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
NONE
RUN TIME OF 5 HRS, WILL REQUIRE 2 RUNS.
TOTAL OPERATIONAL TIME 10 HRS. 200W POWER










REMARKS	 MOVE FLUIDS FROM ONE DEWER TO ANOTHER AND
VARY THE TRANSFER RATE TO OBSERVE THERMO-



























SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT
YES




APPROXIMATELY 4.0 YEARS OR MORE
DESIGN IN BLUEPRINT STAGE. LENGTH 41", RADIUS
8.4". WEIGHT 76 LBS. POWER 1E0V, 60 HZ, 15 A
PLUS HEAT FOR ELECTRONICS PACKAGE. DEPLOYED


















FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA





GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT









EXPERIMENT TO RUN DURATION OF FLIGHT. 10TO II
THE NEGATIVE 5 ENVIRONMENT REQUIRED. CAN NOT
RUN EXPERIMENT DURING SOLAR MAX PERIOD. He
GAS VENTING REQUIRED. POWER OF 100-200 Wo
PASSIVE COOLING REQUIRED.	 (,	 j
2-3	 1 `;
REMARKS	 COOPERATIVE PHASE TRANSITION





PROCESS DISCIPLINE FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
AREA OF INVESTIGATION SURFACE TENSION INDUCED INSTABILITY IN
REDUCED GRAVITY; THE BENARD PROBLEM
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE










NO. FLIGHTS MORE THAN ONE FLIGHT
TENTATIVE FLIGHT
DATE






PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENUMENA
AREA OF INVESTIGATION 	 SURFACE—TENSION DRIVEN CONVECTION
UNDER REDUCED GRAVITY CONDITIONS








CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
KAMOTANI, DR. Y.
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
• COMMERCIAL INTEREST 	 NONE


















PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
AREA OF INVESTIGATION 	 TEST OF NEW THERMODYNAMIC MODEL OF 	 FTZ.3 &
IMPURITY EXTRACTIONS BY DROPLETS
	 e.4
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
INVESTIGATION STATUS	 GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT
POTENTIAL APPLICATION















TENTATIVE FLIGHT	 APPROXIMATELY 3.4 YEARS
DATE
REMARKS	 DOCUMENT ON THIS STUDY IS WITH NASA. RESULTS
OF FIRST FLIGHT MAY OPEN UP AVENUES FOR




PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 FLUIDS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
AREA OF INVESTIGATION
	
	 THEORETICAL STUDIES OF THE SURFACE	 F'fl.j
TENSION OF LIQUID METAL SYSTEMS





COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL NO^	 {
INTERESTED PARTIES
r
• INVESTIGATORS STROUD, DR. DAVID G.
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
it



































QLll88E8 AND CKRAIRCS RESEARCH TRACKS
GC3.0 Phenomena GC3.2 Ultrapure Materials -Single
GC3.1 Nucleation/Crystallization and Polycrystalline (Stan-
(Extension of Glass dards with Intrinsic
Formation) Properties)
GC1.2 Phase Transformation GC3.3 Low-Gravity Processing
and Separation (Immiscible (Positioning, Shaping,
Systems) Etc., Precursor Preparation,
GC1.3 Mass Transport (Diffusion, Sol-Gel)
Marangoni Flow, Bubble GC3.4 Fining and Homogenization
Motion) GC3.4.1	 Bubble Motion,
GC3.4 Chemical Corrosion Coalescence
GC1.5 Weak Forces and Dissolution
GC3.4.2	 Sol-Gel
GC2.0 Products Processing
GC2.1 Surface and Interfacial GC3.5 Composites
(Tension/Energy/Enrichment) GC3.5.1	 Directionally
GC2.2 Viscosity Solidified
GC2.3 Clectrical Conduction/Loss GC3.5.2	 Dispersion
GC2.4 Optical Strengthened
GC2.4.1	 Emissivity GC3.6 Fibers
GC2.4.2	 Transmissivity GC3.6.1	 (Vtical
GC2.5 Diffusion Coefficient Waveguides
GC2.6 Thermodynamic - Cp Heats GC3.6.2	 Ceramic
of Reaction Reinforcement
GC2.7 Structural and Microstruc- GC3.7 Macroballoons
tural Characteristics GC3.8 Containerless High-Tempera-
ture Gas Phase Reaction
GC3.0 Processes (Solid or Liquid Synthesis,
GC3.1 Optical Devices CVD, Plasma Decomposition)
GC3.1.1	 Gradient Lasers GC3.9 Exotic Glasses or Ceramics
GC3.1.2	 High-Pourer with Unique Properties
Lasers GC3.10 Slip Cast Materials

















SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE TO SUPPORT OTHER PI'S
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL	 NO
INTERESTED PARTIES
• INVESTIGATORS	 TAYLOR, DR. RAY
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
• COMMERCIAL INTEREST 	 NONE






















PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS BY AUTOMATIC
FLUORESCENCE:
SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT WORK
LASER INDUCED FLOURESCENCE TO MEASURE HIGH





















CONTAINERLESS PROCESSING OF GLASS






GROUND BASED AND FLIGHT WORK




	 DAY, DR. DELBERT E.
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA
• COMMERCIAL INTEREST	 DOD




TENTATIVE FLIGHT	 SCHEDULED FOR TWO FLIGHTS 85-10-9, MEA-A2;
DATE	 86-7-17, MSL-4/MEA-A3
REMARKS	 SAAL, REQUIRES 15 MINUTES TO HEAT-UP. RUN







EFFECTS OF UNDERCOOLING R MODIFIED MICRO- GC,
STRUCTURE ON THE PHYSICAL PROPERITIES OF 1.1
MATERIALS SYNTHESIZED IN DROP TOWER
SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE
INVESTIGATION STATUR	 ANALYTICAL (SKYLAB FLOWN)
POTENTIAL APPLICATION






o INVESTIGATORS	 CHU, DR. CHING WV	 tI
UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON
i































• INVESTIGATORS	 NISHIOKY, DR. GARY
OWENS CORNING FIBERGLAS
• COMMERCIAL INTEREST 	 OWENS CORNING FIBERGLAS
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION	 POWER REQUIRED FOR 2 HRS. VOLUME OF 3 LOCKERS
REQUIREMENTS
NO. FLIGHTS
TENTATIVE FLIGHT	 APPROXIMATELY 1.5-2.0 YEARS
DATE
REMARKS	 FOAM GENERATOR.3 LOCKER VOLUMES, POWER OF
250W FOR 5 MINUTES AND 50W FOR 2 HOURS FOR










GLASS FIBCR PULLING	 GC3.6
SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
FLIGHT











APPROXIMATELY 3.0 YEARS OR MORE
DATE
REMARKS	 MODIFICATION TO SAAL PROTOTYPE FURNACE,	 tl
LEVITATOR. IDF_A STAGE. SAAL, POWER 28 VDC
840W FOR 30 MINUTE HEAT—U o. H 20", W 6 " , D 6" l





PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 GLASSES AND CERAMICS
AREA OF INVESTIGATION
	 HOMOGENOUS CRYSTALLIZATION STUDIES OF 	 GC1.1
BORDERLINE GLASS FORMING MELTS
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
INVESTIGATION STATUS
	
GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT S
 FLEW ON KC-133
POTENTIAL APPLICATION




• INVESTIGATORS	 ETHRIDGE, DR. EDWIN
NASA/MSFC
• COMMERCIAL INTEREST	 NONE
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION	 LEVITATOR WITH AIR-JETS
REQUIREMENTS
NO. FLIGHTS




	 SAAL WITH AIR-JETS. COLLOPRATES WI TH DR. DUNN




PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 GLASSES AND CERAMICS
AREA OF INVESTIGATION	 INFLUENCES OF CONTAINERLESS	 GC1.1
UNDERCOOLING
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
INVESTIGATION STATUS
	
GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT




• INVESTIGATORS	 COLLINGSr DR. E. W.
BATTELLE LABS






REMARKS	 HAS ONLY USED DROP TUBE TO DATE TO STUDY











PROCESS DISCIFLINE	 GLASSES AND CERAMICS
AREA OF INVESTIGATION 	 LEVITATION STUDIES OF HIGH 	 GC3.2
TEMPERATURE MATERIALS
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE, PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
INVESTIGATION STATUS	 GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT WORK
POTENTIAL APPLICATION	 ELECTRICAL AND LIQUID CONDUCTORS
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL	 YES
INTERESTED PARTIES
a INVESTTGATORS	 MARGRAVE9 DR. JOHN
RICE UNIVERSITY






REMARKS	 ELECTROMAGNETIC LEVITATOR. HAS DEVELOPED
SPECIAL INSTRUMENTATION FOR LEVITATOR. 1)
AUTOMATIC RECORDING MULTICOLOR PYROMETER
2) GULP CALORIMETER. CAN FLY USING
EXISTING HARDWARE. NO FLIGHTS SC..,FEDULED
P.1-69
PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 GLASSES AND CERAMICS

















	 GLASSES AND CERAMICS





	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
INVESTIGATION STATUS
	 GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT
POTENTIAL APPLICATION






• INVESTIGATORS	 BAYUZICK, DR. ROBERT S.
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
• COMMERCIAL IN':EREST 	 NONE TO DATE





REMARKS	 HAS ONLY USED MS =C DROP TDWER "O DAT_.




























• INVESTIGATORS	 SUHRAMANIAN, DR. SHANKAR
CLARKSON COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
• COMMERCIAL INTEREST	 NONE
























SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE, PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
INVESTIGATION STATUS 	 ANALYTICAL TO DATE








o COMMERCIAL INTEREST KMS INDUSTRIES












PROCESS DISCIPLINE GLASSES AND CERAMICS
AREA OF INVESTIGATION THE UPGRADING OF GLASS MICROBALLOONS 	 GC3.
i
i
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
r
INVESTIGATION STATUS GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT, HAS FLOWN ON KC-135
l
s
POTENTIAL APPLICATION LASER FUSION TARGETS it d
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL YES
INTERESTED PARTIES
• INVESTIGATORS DUNN, DR. STANLEY
BJORKSTEN RESEARCH LABS




NO. FLIGHTS ONE A YEAR
TENTATIVE FLIGHT APPROXIMATELY 3.0-5.0 YEARS
DATE
REMARKS SAAL WITH AIR JETS. COLLOSRATES WI"H DR.
ETHRIDGE.	 NO F—IGHTS ASSIGNED.	 COMMERCIAL
POTENTIAL WAY DOWN THE LINE.
Al-74
' ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF -POOR QUALITY,
PROCESS DISCIPLINE GLASSES AND CERAMICS
' AREA OF INVESTIGATION ULTRAPURE GLASS OPTICAL WAVE GUIDE 	 GC3.4
DEVELPOMENT IN MICROSRAVITY BY THE
SOL GEL PROCESS
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
;NVESTIGATION STATUS GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT
POTENTIAL APPLICATION OPTICAL WAVE GUIDES
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL YES
INTERESTED PARTIES
o INVESTIGATORS MUKHERJEE,	 DR.	 SITYAMA
JET PROCULSION LAB
o COMMERCIAL INTEREST NONEn
TOP LE6EL INVESTIGATION PRESSURIZED MEDIUM,	 "ARGER SAMPLES REQUIRED
REQUIREMENTS
NO. FLIGHTS ONE A YEAR
Q
TENTATIVE FLIGHT APPROXIMATELY 1.0-1.5 YEARS
DATE
REMARKS EVALUA"PION OF CONTAINERLESS PROCESSING IN
PRESSURIZED MEDIUM':.	 COMPRESSED AIR MEDIU;Y,
DENSER SAMPLES.	 COMMERCIAL. POTENTIAL WAYC ^
DOWN THE LINE.	 GROUND BASED HARDWARE .?Pr
Li
Al-75














4IWALS AND ALLOYS RESEARCH TRACKS
MA1.0 Coarsening and Stability of Two- MA5 .0 Thermophysical Properties
Phase Mixtures MA5.1 Heat Capacity 1
MALI Liquid Phase Sintering MA5.2 Thermal/Elsotrical
MA1.2 Dendrite Coarsening Conductivity
MA1.3 Gravitational Settling MA5.3 Diffusion Coefficients
MAIA Coalescence and Ripening MA5.4 Interfacial Energy i
MA1.5 Critical Wetting MA5.5 Latent Heat
MA1.6 Stoichiometry MA5.6 Viscosity
MA5.7 Expansion Coefficients
4IMA2.0 Solidification of Two-Phase Melts MA5.8 Ilmissivity
MA2.1 Dendritio Growth /Diffusion MA5.9 Soret Diffusion
Control Coefficients
MA2.2 Interfacial Control
MA2.3 Control of Supercooling MA6.0 Deposition of Metals from Ionic
MA2.4 Containerless Processing Solutions
MA2.5 Nucleation/Formation MA6.1 Electroplated Coatings
of Metastable Phases MA6.2 Electropolishing
MA2.6 Rapid Solidification MA6.3 Corrosion
MA2.7 Thermodynamic Activity MARA Whisker Growth
Control MA6.5 Electroless Deposition
MA3.0 Alloy Segregation MA7.0 Convective Interactions
^JMA3.1 Directional Solidification MA7.1 ColumnarEquiaxed
MA3.2 Particle "Pushing" Transitions
MA3.3 Bubble Formation/Porosity MA7 .2 Coupled Convection Effects
Control MA7.3 Macrosegregation
MA3.4 Microsegregation MA7.4 Modifications via External
MA3.5 Thermal Migration Fields
MA7.5 Surface Tension-Driven
MA4.0 Scaling Laws Flows
MA4.1 Microstructure Prediction/ MA7.8 Interface Shapes
Design
MA4.2 Anisotropic Surface Energy
Effects
MA4.3 Anisotropic Kinetics (^















DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION OF LIQUID 	 MA3. 0
MISCIBILITY GAP MATERIAL
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY 	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
^a
,r	 INVESTIGATION STATUS	 GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT








TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION	 30 SAMPLES OF Cu AND Al ALLOYS. Y!EL*r! VG	 J




TENTATIVE FLIGHT	 SCHEDULED FOR THREE FL:G yTS 86-10 1 i"SL-5;
DATE	 87-4-27, MSL-8g 87-10-21, MSL-10
REMARKS	 ADSF II BEING US =—D. WILL REDUIRE 4 ^LIGHTa
S	 FOR RESEARCH, ADPI T.ICNP !— F—IGI ,.TS FOR
PRODUCTIOiN. CAN USE EXIST - N3 = i_IG'-T idA	 A
A1•-78
s;
PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 METALS AND ALLOYS
AREA OF INVESTIGATION	 GRAPHITE FORMATION IN CAST IRON
	
MA3. 0
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE 9 PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
INVESTIGATION STATUS	 GROUND BASED LEADING TO FLIGHT
POTENTIAL APPLICATION
	
DEVELOPMENT OF DESIRED MECHANICAL PROPERITIES
IN CAST IRON. HIGH STRENGTH ALLOY SCIENCE.
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL	 YES
INTERESTED PARTIES
INVESTIGATORS	 STEFANESCU, DR. DORU
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA BIRMINGHAM
COMMERCIAL INTEREST 	 JOHN DESRE, BETiJL.EH:-M STEEL
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION	 PHASE I MICROSTRUCTURA J- 6-12 SAMPLES kRlr
REQUIREMENTS	 REMUIRSD, SAMPLE SIZE 4-5 MM. PHASE !I
45-135 SAMPLES ARE REQUIRED, SAMPLE SIZE
5-10 MM.
NO. FLIGHTS
TENTATIVE FLIGHT	 SCHEDULED FOR FOUR FLIGHTS 87-3-18, MSL-7;
DATE	 87-4-279 MSL-81 87-10-21, MSL-10
REMARKS
	




PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 METALS AND ALLOYS
I
AREA OF INVESTIGATION	 INTERFACIAL DESTABILIZATION	 MA1.0 & 3.0 j
IN METALS AND ALLOYS
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE
INVESTIGATION STATUS GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT i
POTENTIAL APPLICATION MODEL ALLOY
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL NO 1l
INTERESTED PARTIES
• INVESTIGATORS MALMEJAC,	 DR.	 YVES
NUCLEAR RESEARCH CENTER OF GRENOBLE
FAVIER,	 DR.	 JEAN-JACQUES
NUCLEAR RESEARCH CENTER OF GRENOBLE
• COMMERCIAL INTEREST NONE_








REMARKS MEPHIGTO FURNACE FOR LOW MELTING ALLOYS SUNS
1 l
3 SAMPLES SIMULTANEOUSLY. WANTS TO FLY ON A
MS-,
	T!-!EREFORE ADAPTING POWER TO LESS THAN {








PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 METALS AND ALLOYS
AREA OF INVESTIGATION	 ISOTHERMAL SOLIDIFICATION IN	 MA3.0
A BINARY ALLOY
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE
INVESTIGATION STATUS	 GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT. 1ST FLIGHT APPROVED
POTENTIAL APPLICATION 	 MODEL ALLOY
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL NO
INTERESTED PARTIES
o INVESTIGATORS LAXMANANy DR. V.
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
WINSA 9	DR.	 EDWARD A.
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
o COMMERCIAL INTEREST NONE





REMARKS	 GPRF ON MEA-A3. MORE SAMPLES FOR _ND AND 3RD
EXPERIMENT.
AS-79
PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 METALS AND ALLOYS
AREA OF INVESTIGATION	 LIQUID PHASE MISCIBILITY GAP	 MA3.0
MATERIALS	 {
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE
INVESTIGATION STATUS FLIGHTS ON MEA-A1 OND MEA-A2
POTENTIAL APPLICATION NONE j
mi
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL NO
I NTERESTED  PARTIES
e INVESTIGATORS GELLES,	 DR.	 STANLEY






Al 90% In MELT POINT OF 970C,	 RUN
TIME OF 8 HRS. Al 40% In MELT POINT OF 920C,
RUN TIME OF 12 HRS.
u	 ,
NO.	 FLIGHTS ONE A YEAR
TENTATIVE FLIGHT ll
DATE
REMARKS 2 SHUTTLE FLIGHTS ASSIGN -ED FOR Al-In SYST=ih.
HE HAe PROPOSED ADDITIONAL FLIGF:TS FOR ThE
COMPARISON OF THE 90% PLUNGER CARTRIDGE TO








MECHANICS OF GRANULAR MATERIALS
	
MAO. O

























THREE SAMPLES PER FLIGHT. SAMPLE SIZE_ OF; 4"
HIGH AND 6" DIAMETER. MAN INTENSIFIED. RUN
TIME OF 2.5 HRS PER SAMPLE. 4 HRS TO REMOVE
AND REPLACE SAMPLE. TOTAL OPERATIONAL TIME























ANALYTICAL WITH FLIGHT TO VERIFY APPROACH
MODELING TO SUPPORT DR. LAR:;';` AND DR.











11APPROACH TO BE DETERMINED WITHIN THE NEXT iB-i^
24 MONTHS. CONCERNED WITH THE FLOW OF CON-












PROCESS DISCIPLINE	 METALS AND ALLOYS
AREA OF INVESTIGATION	 NUCLEATION AND GROWTH OF IMMISCIBLE 	 MA4.0
PHASES
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY	 SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE








to INVESTIGATORS FRAZIER,	 DR. DONALD
NASA/MSFC
o COMMERCIAL INTEREST NONE






REMARKS TUBE AND PHOTOGRAPHY EOJIPMENT.	 NEGLIGIBLE



























GRUMMAN HAS A DEVELOPER IN MIND
MAX TEMP 1570C, SAMPLE TEMP 14000. PROCESSING
TIME 20 HR d UP. SAMPLE SIZE 6 MM BY 35 CM.








NO. FLIGHTS	 G	 p``I
TENTATIVE FLIGHT	 SCHEDULED FOR TWO FLIGHTS 85-8-2, MSL-2;^ SI
DATE	 85-12-209 MSL-F.
REMARKS	 ADSF II ON MSL 2. WILL KNOW BY FEBRUARY IF'^
	 t
FURNACE WORKS. SAMPLE ENCA?USLATED IN A
































GRUMMAN HAS A DEVELOPER IN MIND
MAX TEMP 600C AVERAGE TEMP OF 3000. PROCESS
TIMES OF 8 HRS/SAMPLE. 4 SAMPLES, DIMENSIONS






REMARKS	 RECORDS IN FLIGHT TEMPERATQ RE DATA FROM
THERMOCOUPLES WITHIN THE SAMPLE. ENCAP-
SULATED IN A QUARTZ AMPULE. VARIES THE


















GROUND BASED FOR FLIGHT
POTENTIAL APPLICATION
	












TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION	 SUPER ALLOYS REQUIRE HIGHER PROCESSING TEMP




ADSF 11 WILL BE USED UNTIL A SAMPLE CHANGE
OUT PROCEDURE HAS BEEN DEVELOPED. SIX FLIGHTS
ARE REQUIRED FOR RESEARCH NOT PRODUCTION.
	

















SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
SROVND BASED FOR FLIGHT
SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS FOR DIFFUSION COUPLES
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL	 UNKNOWN, FLIGHT MAY ,GAVE COMMF_RCIA_ APPEAL
INTERESTED PARTIES
• INVESTIGATORS	 POND, DR. ROBERT B.
MARVALAUD, INC.
• COMMERCIAL INTEREST	 NONE
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION
	
E SAMPLES, OPERATING TEMP OF 44o-82oC.
REOUIREMEN S
	

















THERMAL AND SOLUTAL CONVECTION DAMPING	 MA7')
USING AN APPLIED MAGNETIC FIELD
I
SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
GROUNn BASED LAS ANALYSIS







q COMMERCIAL INTEREST PROPRIETARY
A
TOP LEVEL INVESTIGATION OPERATIONAL TEMP RANGE FOR Bi-Mg ALLOY:







gEMARKS GE ADSF LnW TEMPERATURE. ADSF CONVERTED INTO
A CANISTER AND PLACED IN A MAGNE T IC FIELD.
SOLIDIFICATION IN A MAGNETIC =IELD. USING
MAGNETIC AS ALTERNATE TO SPACE.
	 IF IT WORKS























NUCLEAR RESEARCH CENTER OF GRENOBLE
• COMMERCIAL INTEREST 	 NONE
TOP _EVE.. INVESTIGATION	 RUN TIME; 2-3 HRS. Al-In ALLOY MELT POINT
REQUIREMENTS	 900C.
NO. FL ISHTS	 2
TENTATIVE FLIGHT
DATE
•RErARKS MUST MODIFY GPRF TO FLY. USES A SPACER TO
REDUCE POWER. BACKFILLS He FOR ADSORPTION.
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The currently identified elements of the microgravity science and applications 	 t
program fail into three divisionst
1. Material science, including crystal growth, solidification of alloys and
composites, and containerless processing.-^
2. Physics and chembtry, including fluid mechanics, transport phenomena,
combustion science, cloud physics, and critical phenomena. 	 [ l
3. Hbtechnology, including separation processes, suspension culturing, and 	 1
'r
blood rheology. 	 (^
it was from these divisions that the six process disciplines were identified:	 t
1. Biotechnology	
^12. Combustion science
3. Electronic and electrobpticai materials
4. Fluids and tran^+ort phenomena
5. Glasses and ceramics 	 q .;
6. Metals and alloys
AREA OF INVESTIGATION 	 I '
Identifies the titai of the study or program.
RESEARCHTRACK
Area of potential investigation in each process discipline. 	 H L
INVESTIGATION CATEGORY
The divisions within the investigation category are
•	 Scientific knowledge, which identifies those activities intended to prove
the validity of theories or concepts.
•	 Process development, which addresses the potential for improving or
advancing current processing technology.
•	 Product development, which identifies those activities that would yield a




Due to the complex nature of the studies, an activity may encompass one or more
divisions within the investigation c.Aegory.
INVESTIGATION PTATOB
The divisions/progress involved within the investigation status are
e
	





Oeomnd-based, which addresses those studies whose concept can be proven




Flight candidates, which are studies that, by their nature, can only be
proven in a microgravity environment.
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS





Identifies whether or not the applications of the study presently have any recognized
commercial value.
INTERESTED PARTIES
Identifies the principal investigator(s) and an industrial developer who has stated an
Interest In promoting the study for commercial applications.
TOP-LEVEL VNESTIGATION REQUIREMENTS
(j Identifies characteristics and requirements (physical) of the experiment (i.e. process-
ing time and temperatures, size and number of samples, power and volume require-
ments, etc.)
NUMBER OF FLIGH78
Gives an estimate of the number of flights needed to complete the study.
Q TENTATIVE FLIGHT DATE
Identifies scheduled flight date for the investigation or an estimate of the user's





• S	 W[rieM	 F=^.^^°A'.f^il'°-'mom.
FOREWORD
'lids section of the appendix contains current information on equipment
D	
used for microgravity research and mater iels processing in space. The
apparatus described was either developed by NASA, by a contractor for









Acoustic Containerless Experiment System A2-1
Advanced Automated Directional Solidification Furnace A2-2
Advanced Isothermal Furnace A2-3
Airiet Levitator A2-4
Automated Directional Solidification ftrnace A2-5
Automatic Directional Solidification Unit III (ADSF-IM A2-6
Automatic SCG Facility A2-7
Automatic VCG Facility A2-8
i. Cell Culturing System A2-9
Combustion Research Chamber A2-10
Continuous Flow Electrophoresis System (CFES) A2-11
Droplet Combustion Experiment A2-12
EDG Programmable Multizone Furnace A2-13
Electroepiaxial Crystal Growth System A2-14
j Electromagnetic Containerless Experiment System A2-15
Electromagnetic Levitator A2-16
Electromagnetic Levitator Furnace A2-17
Electrostatic Containerless Experiment System A2-18
Electrostatic Levitators A2-19
Float Zone Experiment System A2-20
Fluid Experiment Apparatus A2-22
Fluids Experiment System A2-7,S
Foam Generator A2-24
General Purpose Rocket Furnace A2-25
Glass Fiber Puller A2-26
High Gradient Nonprogrammable Furnace A2-27
High Temperature General Purpose Furnace A2-28
Isoelectric Focusing Experiment A2-29
Isothermal Furnace A2-30
Monodisperse Latex Reactor (100 ml)
Monodisperse Latex Reactor (2 liter)
A2-31
A2-32




Moving Wan Electrokinetic Separator System
Organic Crystal Growth
Particle Cloud Combustion Experiment
Protein Crystal Growth Facility
Recycling Isoelectric Focusing Facility
Single-Axis Acoustic Levitator




Static Column Electrophoretic Separator
Thin Films
Three-Axis Acoustic Levitator


















^'	 ^	 :uer.^-^swa^swr^=^izxmc:uw.+.•_a^^R'^c'sr. ..,_	 ....>';	 _-t-.__	 ,.. __...
NAME
	












MELTING9 ROTATION S AND OSCILLATION OF




ONE ACOUSTIC FURNACE CHAMBER WITH THREE












HOUSED IN TWO EAC'S
ONE UNIT AVAILABLE
A2-i














MELTING AND DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION























	 ADVANCED ISOTHERMAL FURNACE
STATUS
• GROUND UNIT







MELTING AND RAPID RESOLIDIFICATION OF
MATERIALS IN A ISOTHERMAL MODE AT
INCREASED SAMPLE SIZE
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL	 FURNACE CAVITY EXCHANGE CAPABILITY WITH
ADVANCED ELECTRONICS
o OPERATIONAL
	 3000 WATTS POWER
21000 MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE
o RESOURCE	 TO BE DETERMINED
REQUIREMENTS















APPLICATIONS	 MELTING AND RESOLIDIFICATION OF MATERIALS
IN A CONTAINERLESS PROCESS
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL.	 COMPRESSED AIRSTREAM W:rH CO2 LASER HEATING
o OPERATIONAL
	




o PHYSICAL	 LABORATORY SCALE
PARAMETERS
COMMENTS	 PREVIOUSLY USED FOR STUDIES IN UNDERCOOLING

















APPLICATIONS	 MELTING AND DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION OF
^j	 MATERIALS AT LOW THERMAL GRADIENTS
CHARACTERISTICS
r!	 o FUNCTIONAL	 FOUR FURNACE CAVITIES 9 EACH WITH A
``
	 TRANSLATING QUENCH BLOCK
o OPERATIONAL
	 1173 WATTS POWER
15000 MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE
!1






o PHYSICAL	 77.1 KG














JOHN DEERE AND BETHLEHEM STEELE
HIGH STRENGTH ALLOY SCIENCE. DEVELOPMENT














o FUNCTIONAL PROTOTYPE BASED ON ADSF-II
.111,
o OPERATIONAL 1175 WATTS MAXIMUM POWER CAPABILITY
200-15000 OPERATING TEMPERATURE
o RESOURCE THERMAL DISSIPATION
^I
REQUIREMENTS 2S VDC POWER
EXTERNAL VENT
o PHYSICAL 40 INCHES HIGH,	 17 INCHES DIAMETER
PARAMETERS 77 KG (INCLUDES FURNACE AND TWO EACIS)
COMMENTS ADSF-III WILL FACILITATE LARGER SAMPLES
UP TO 1.0 TO 1.25 CM DIAMETER. 	 IT WILL






NAME	 AUTOMATIC SCG FACILITY 	 •I
STATUS
• GROUND UNIT	 PLANNED






APPLICATIONS	 GROWTH OF SINGLE CRYSTALS FOR SEMICONDUCTORS 	 j
ELECTRO—OPTICAL DEVICES 9 IR DETECTORS
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL	 MICROPROCESSOR






I KW POWER PEAK FOR 2-3










































APPARATUS DEPENDANT ON MATERIAL
1 KW POWER PEAK FOR 2-3 HRS 9 THEN MINIMAL
POWER TO SUSTAIN TEMPERATURE














N•1ME CELL CULTURING SYSTEM
STATUS
S o GROUND UNIT




( o NASA JSC
o ACADEMIA
f
o INDUSTRY MDAC {
t:




o FUNCTIONAL CFES WITH VARIABLE CHAMBER DIMENSIONS.
ELECTRODE SHAPES 9 AND VOLTAGE CAPACITY.
o OPERATIONAL 300-400 WATTS POWER
RUN TEMPERATURE 0 TO -4.00
io RESOURCE REFRIGERATION
REQUIREMENTS VENTING OF OXYGEN
110 VDC POWER
o PHYSICAL
PARAMETERS EST. 3 LOCKERS OR HALF A SINGLE RACK
EST.	 136 TO 1S1 KG
COMMENTS REQUIRES DEDICATED INSTRUMENTATION. y!







NAME	 COMBUSTION RESEARCH CHAMBER
STATUS
• GROUND UNIT







APPLICATIONS	 FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH IN PHYSICAL AND
CHEMICAL COMBUSTION SCIENCE
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL	 TO BE DETERMINED
o OPERATIONAL	 200 WATTS POWER
o RESOURCE	 THERMAL DISSIPATION
REQUIREMENTS	 EXTERNAL VENT
POWER
o PHYSICAL	 EST. 1.0 BY 0.1' BY O.3 METERS






NAME	 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTROPHORESIS SYSTEM
(CFES)
STATUS
• GROUND UNIT	 EXISTING




• INDUSTRY	 MDAC AND JOHNSON & JOHNSON
APPLICATIONS
	 CONTINUOUS FLOW ELECTROPHORESIS OF PARTICLES
AND MACROMOLECULES
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL	 ONE SEPERATION CHAMBER
• OPERATIONAL	 80 WATTS POWER FROM LAUNCH TILL OPERATIONAL
480 WATTS FOR 100 HRS
1 KW COOLING POWER
• RESOURCE	 POWER	 REFRIGERATVON
REQUIREMENTS	 HEAT EXCHANGER LOOP 	 AT 4.00
COOL AS POWER
• PHYSICAL	 80 BY 26 BY ?3 INCHES
PARAMETERS	 1S BY 22 BY 14 INCHES (ELECTRONICS)
346 KG
COMMENTS	 INDUSTRY OWNED UNDER JEA















INVESTIGATE THE MECHANISMS AND RATES OF
DROPLET BURNING AND EXTENSION UNDER CON-

























	 EDG PROGRAMMABLE MULTIZONE FURNACE
STATUS
• GROUND UNIT	 EXISTING




• INDUSTRY	 GRUMMAN AEROSPACE AND MELLON
APPLICATIONS	 MULTIZONE FURNACE AS SUBSTITUTE FOR SES.
SEMICONDUCTORS 9 IR DETECTORS 9 AND ELECTRO
OPTICAL DEVICES
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL	 FURNACE WITH TWO HEATING ELEMENTS PER ZONE.
16 ZONES
• OPERATIONAL RUN TIME 100 HRS MAX (10 DAYS IN SOME LABS)
POWER 4.0 KW 132 WATTS PER HEATING ELEMENT
1300-1350C MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE RANGE
• RESOURCE	 COOLING LOOP	 EXTERNAL VENT
REQUIREMENTS	 POWER
WATER FLOW
• PHYSICAL	 EST. 500 KS
PARAMETERS	 2.9 BY 1.il BY 1.S METERS
COMMENTS	 MASS IS OVER ESTIMATED
1^
A2-13

























POWER IS FUNCTION OF CRYSTAL DIAMETER, RUN
TIME, AND SIZE OF ECGS. 10 KW POWER AND 170	 j
DAY OPERATING TIME EST. FOR 1993. 	 aI
THERMAL DISSIPATION
POWER
VENT AND PURGE	 ^I
4336 KS
4 FT LONG, 4 FT WIDE, 10 FT HIGH
VOLUME 160 CUBIC FEET




COMMENTS	 MANNED INTERFACE WILL ALLOW SIMPLIFIED



















APPI.ICATIONS MANIPULATION OF CONDUCTIVE MATERIALS WITHIN







	 12000 TEMPERATURE CAPABILITY
2500 WATTS POWER
• RESOURCE	 THERMAL DISSIPATION
REQUIREMENTS	 EXTERNAL VENT	 I: u
POWER
• PHYSICAL	 EST. 1.0 BY 0.6 BY 0.6 METERS














MELTING AND RESOLIDIFICATION OF CONDUCTIVE




ELECTROMAGNETIC COIL WITH AUXILIARY ELECTRON
BOMBARDMENT HEATING
o OPERATIONAL









PREVIOUSLY USED FOR EXPERIMENTS WITH




NAME	 ELECTROMAGNETIC LEVITATOR FURNACE
STATUS
• GROUND UNIT






	 MELTING AND RESOLIDIFICATION OF CONDUCTIVE
MATERIALS IN A CONTAINERLESS PROCESS IN A
CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT 	 E
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL
	 ONE CUSP COIL, GENERATING A ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD FOR INDUCTION MELTING





























MANIPULATION OF DIELECTRIC MATERIALS WITHIN
AN ELECTROSTATIC FIELD IN A CONTAINERLESS
PROCESS
CHARACTERISTICS











EST. 1.0 BY 0.6 BY 0.6 METERS
COMMENTS	 MANNED INTERFACE WILL ALLOW SIMPLIFIED
	
iI
















	 ELECTRODE FIELD GENERATION WITH FEEDBACK
SYSTEM FOR SAMPLE POSITIONING
o OPERATIONAL
	 DISH, RING, AND TETRAHEDRAL CONFIGURATIONS
o RESOURCE
REQUIREMENTS
o PHYSICAL	 LABORATORY SCALE
PARAMETERS
COMMENTS	 TETRAHEDRAL CONFIGURATION CAPABLE OF THREE
DIMENSIONAL POSITIONING AND DAMPING
A2-19
," -
FLOAT ZONE EXPERIMENT SYSTEMNAME
CHARACTERISTICS












WESTECH SYSTEMS	 I i
v^
FLOAT ZONING OF HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS
	 i







509 000 WATTS POWER MAXIMUM
LABORATORY SCALE

































FLOAT ZONE EXPERIMENT SYSTEM
PLANNED




VERY LOW MOMENTARY ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENT
e
TO BE DETERMINED














APPLICATIONS	 FUNDAMENTAL SPACE PROCESSING RESEARCH









o RESOURCE	 TO BE DETERMINED
REQUIREMENTS
o PHYSICAL	 HOUSED IN A MIDDECK LOCKER
PARAMETERS






























MULTIPURPOSE RESEARCH IN FLUID CONVECTION,





ACCOMMODATES A VARIETY OF TEST CELLS WITH
BOTH VIDEO AND HmCC^RAPHIC CAPABILITIES
o OPERATIONAL
	





HOUSED IN SPACELAS DOUBLE RACK
PARAMETERS
i;OMMENTS DESIGNED FOR USE IN COMBINATION WITH








o GROUND UNIT	 EXISTING




• INDUSTRY	 OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS




FOAM GENERATOR IN CIRCULAR CANNISTER9
INCLUDES PISTON t LIQUID STORAGE t AND DRIVE
MOTOR.
o OPERATIONAL	 250 WATTS POWER FOR 5 MINUTES
50 WATTS FOR 2 HRS FOR ELECTRONICS
o RESOURCE	 POWER
REQUIREMENTS	 MIDDECK ELECTRONICS MODULE
o PHYSICAL	 16 INCHES DIAMETERv 16 INCHES HIGH
PARAMETERS	 53 KS
VOLUME OF 3 LOCKERS
COMMENTS	 SELF-CONTAINED APPARATUS MAY BE DESIGNED












GENERAL PURPOSE :LOCKET FURNACEI
STATUS
o GROUND UNIT





APPLICATIONS	 MELTING AND RESOLIDIFICATION OF MATERIALS
IN ISOTHERMAL AND GRADIENT MODES
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL	 THREE FURNACE CAVITIES, EACH WITH TRIZONE
HEATING









PARAMETERS	 HOUSED IN EAC





















DARPA, CORNING GLASS AND INTERSONICS










POWER, 1173 W (FURNACE) 126 W (LEVITATOR)
16000 TEMPERATURE CAPABILITY
SAMPLE SIZE 2.8 CM DIAMETER
THERMAL DISSIPATION
28 VDC POWER
HARDWARE AND ELECTRONICS 4 LOCKERS
EST. 20 BY 6.0 BY 6.0 INCHES
EST. 139 KG (FURNACE AND LEVITATOR)
COMMENTS
	







HIGH GRADIENT NONPROGRAMMABLE FURNACE
STATUS
o GROUND UNIT	 EXISTING










SEMICONDUCTORS, IR DETECTORS, AND ELECTRO
OPTICAL DEVICES
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL	 HIGH GRADIENT FURNACE
• OPERATIONAL	 4 KW POWER
100 HR RUN TIME









• PHYSICAL	 250 KG
PARAMETERS
	






	 HIGH TEMPERATURE GENERAL PURPOSE FURNACE
STATUS
• GROUND UNIT	 EXISTING






APPLICATIONS	 ALLOY SOLIDIFICATION TO FURTHER MODEL ALLOY
SCIENCE
CHARACTERISTICS
• FUNCTIONAL 3 INDEPENDENTLY CONTROLLED CAVITIES CONSIST-
ING OF A 3-ZONE FURNACE WITH HEAT EXTRACTION.
MAY OPERATE IN ISOTHERMAL OR GRADIENT MODE.
• OPERATIONAL	 1600 WATTS MAXIMUM POWER





• PHYSICAL	 20 INCHES HIGH, 17 INCHES DIAMETER
PARAMETERS	 63.86 KS
HOUSED IN A EAC
COMMENTS	 NASA PLANS TO MODIFY GPRF TO INCREASE
OPERATION TIME AND TEMPERATURE CAPABILITIES;









NAME	 ISOELECTRIC FOCUSING EXPERIMENT
STATUS
o GROUND UNIT










	 ISOELECTRIC FOCUSING OF MACROMOLECULES
IN A STATIC FREE FLUID
k
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL	 EIGHT COLUMN ASSEMBLIES
[1	 o OPERATIONAL
4
o RESOURCE	 NOMINALLY 15 VDC FROM 10 D CELLS
r	
REQUIREMENTS
o PHYSICAL	 HOUSED IN MIDDECK LOCKER
PARAMETERS








• GROUND UNIT	 EXISTING




o INDUSTRY	 GRUMMAN AEROSPACE AND MELLON
APPLICATIONS	 ISOTHERMAL FURNACE FOR ELECTROEPITAXIAL
GROWTH S IR DETECTORS AND SEMICONDUCTORS
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL	 ISOTHERMAL FURNACE
• OPERATIONAL	 6.4 KW POWER
100 HRS RUN TIME







PARAMETERS	 VOLUME 6.0 CUBIC CM
COMMENTS













o INDUSTRY O.E. AND ROCKWELL
r
APPLICATIONS CHEMICAL REACTION OF LIQUID MATERIALS
WHILE MIXED AND HEATED j
A	 ^ 1
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL FOUR REACTOR VESSELS OF 100 nil VOLUME I
a
o OPERATIONAL 216 WATTS MAXIMUM POWER
s
r o RESOURCE 36 VDC
REQUIREMENTS j
o PHYSICAL 6.8 KG
t PARAMETERS HOUSED IN EAC IN MIDDECK
R
Ilu COMMENTS 5 MISSIONS COMPLETED, 3 MORE SCHEDULED





















NBS AND PARTICLE TECHNOLOGY
CALIBRATE EQUIPMENT, BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH,
DRUG CARRIERS, BODY TRACERS, MEMBRANE SIZING
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL
	 6 TO 12 TWO LITER REACTOR VESSELS
o OPERATIONAL











PHYSICAL PARAMETERS ARE DEPENDANT UPON
MANUAL OR AUTOMATED OPERATION, WHICH HAS
NOT BEEN DECIDED.
n^2v2




k o GROUND UNIT
o FLIGHT UNIT	 NEEDED
j DEVELOPER
o NASA	 MSFC












EST. 150 WATTS FOR 8 HRS
4
o RESOURCE	 THERMAL DISSIPATION
REQUIREMENTS	 POWER
o PHYSICAL	 EST. HALF A SINGLE RACK
PARAMETERS	 EST. 68 KG





































 10 HRS AFTER FLIGHT FOR DURATION
SIX SAMPLES HEATED TO 90C
THERMAL DISSIPATION (SMALL)
POWER (SMALL)
DMOS RIG; 3 FT HIGH
	 3MIS GEM
2.5 FT DIAMETER	 40.8 KG















APPLICATIONS	 TO STUDY FLAME PROPOSATION AND EXTINCTION
CONDITIONS IN A QUIESCENT MIXTURE OF AIR
AND FUEL PARTICLE CLOUDS UNDER LOW GRAVITY
CONDITIONS
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL	 SEALED CONTAINER WITH EIGHT FLAME TUBES




o RESOURCE	 PAYLOAD MOUNTING PANEL
REQUIREMENTS	 28 VDC
o PHYSICAL	 VOLUME OF ONE LOCKER
PARAMETERS
COMMENTS	 EXISTING CONFIGURATION WILL BE CHANGED































EACH PROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH DRAWER CONTAINS




































APPLICATIONS	 LARGE SCALE PURIFICATION OF PEPTIDE HORMONES
PROTEINS AND BIOLOGICAL MACROMOLECULES.
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL
	 MULTICHANNEL PERISTALIC PUMP
• OPERATIONAL
	 POWER 275-373 WATTS
RUN TIME 2-3 HRS
RUN TEMPERATURE 4.00
• RESOURCE	 REFRIGERATION AT 4.00
REQUIREMENTS	 28 VDC POWER
o PHYSICAL	 EST. 20.5 BY 36 BY 20.4 INCHES 4 LOCKERS
PARAMETERS	 134 KS (INCLUDES RIEF ELECTRONICS AND SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT)
COMMENTS	 LATE ACCESS REQUIRED (24 HRS MAX) MUST BE






SINGLE AXIS ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR
STATUS
• GROUND UNIT





APPLICATIONS	 CONTAINERLESS PROCESSING OF MOLTEN MATERIALS
IN A CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL	 ONE ACOUSTIC FURNACE CHAMBER WITH SINGLE
ACOUSTIC DRIVER
o OPERATIONAL	 3100 WATTS POWER
16000 MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE
o RESOURCE	 32 VDC
REQUIREMENTS	 HEAT DISSIPATION
o PHYSICAL	 61.3 KG
PARAMETERS	 HOUSED IN AN EAC
COMMENTS	 ONE UNIT AVAILABLE
E!
1-,
NAME	 SINGLE-AXIS ACOUSTIC LEVITATION SYSTEM
r
STATUS








APPLICATIONS	 MELTING AND RESOLIDIFICATION OF MATERIALS





FURNACE.•. CHAMBER WITH SINGLE ACOUSTIC DRIVEk




o PHYSICAL	 LABORATORY SCALE
PARAMETERS

























REPLACEABLE CHAMBER WITH VIEWING PORTS
AND CAMERA AND ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLY
2 MINUTE MAXIMUM RUN TIME
146 WATTS POWER
TWO SAMPLESt PAPER AND PMMA
FOUR PAYLOAD MOUNTING PANELS
28 VDC POWER
25 KG (CHAMBER WEIGHT)
32 KG (ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLY)
VOLUME OF FOUR LOCKERS
COMMENTS
	






NAME	 SOLUTE DIFFUSION APPARATUS
STATUS
• GROUND UNIT







APPLICATIONS	 SLOW DIFFUSION OF LIQUID SOLUTIONS, ALLOWING
CHEMICAL REACTION AND CRYSTAL GROWTH
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL	 FOUR REACTORS EACH HAVING THREE COMPARTMENTS
o OPERATIONAL	 37.5 WATTS MAXIMUM POWER
260-320K OPERATING TEMPERATURE
o RESOURCE	 BATTERY POWERED
REQUIREMENTS
o PHYSICAL	 57.1 KG
PARAMETERS	 30 BY 82 CM (REACTOR)
21 BY 28 CM (MICROCOMPUTER)




































NAME	 STATIC COLUMN ELECTROPHORETIC SEPERATOR
STATUS
• GROUND UNIT






	 ZONE ELECTROPHORESIS OF PARTICLES IN A
STATIC FREE FLUID
CHARACTERISTICS
o FUNCTIONAL	 EIGHT COLUMN ASSEMBLIES
o OPERATIONAL	 32 WATTS POWER
• RESOURCE	 115 VAC
REQUIREMENTS
• PHYSICAL	 3.4 KG
PARAMETERS	 17.5 BY 12.5 BY 34.0 CM





• GROUND UNIT	 EXISTING

















NAME THREE AXIS ACOUSTIC LEVITATOR
STATUS
o GROUND UNIT





APPLICATIONS INVESTIGATION OF FLUID DYNAMIC PROPERITIES




o FUNCTIONAL ONE ACOUSTIC CHAMBER WITH THREE VARIABLE
ACOUSTIC DRIVERS
o OPERATIONAL 126 WATT POWER
f
180 DB MAXIMUM ACOUSTIC PRESSURE
I




o PHYSICAL 70.8 KG
PARAMETERS HOUSED IN AN EAC








































GROWTH OF SINGLE CRYSTALS BY VAPOR TRANSPORT
WITH INHIBITING OF POLYCRYSTALLINE NUCLEATION
FURNACE WITH THREE HEATING ELEMENTS AND






HOUSED IN A SPACELAB SINGI.E RACK





• GROUND UNIT	 EXISTING
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I
FOREWORD
Section 3 .0 of this appendix contains the 14 individual data sheets for each
Commerce Lab carrier configuration. A carrier capabilities summary table
that presents a quick look at the key resources and discriminators is also
Included. References and sources of additional information/data are listed
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